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Four areas of'rnathematics instruction, Fractions; Decimals, Ratio and ProporXion, and Percent; have
been addressed in these materials. Thele-.areas were selected because of the low attainment rates
exhibited on 7th and 10th grade MEAP. The materials were prepared to assist teachers whosestudents
are having difficulties in one or more of these areas.

The materials include:

1. an analysis of the errors studeots ma,e on MEAF3
2. diagnostic tests
3, teaching suggestions.

Any portion of the materials may be reprodUced for instructional use.
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FRACTIONS

PAPER FOLDING .1

Theactivities suggested within the fractions publications include folding of paper strips. Prior touir
those materials -it is necessary to be able to fold strips into equal parts. I

Two equal parts: Everyone can do this. Loop the strip once placing the ends together and

Looped

1Label each part
2

1Three equal parts: Most people have done this. Loopi
2

he strip.1
one another and crease.. w

Creased

time4ringing the en-c-.7 or

Looped

Label each part -1

Creased

Four equal parts: Most people do thii by folding in hall, creasing, `and folding in half again
11 1 1indeed 1 of ..or x .-- -0 There, is\another technique which: is an extensio

three-fo'id. Loop The strip twice, bringing the ends together and crease.

Looped t.

or

How many equal parts? Four! Label each 1 . There are two hints for main-- g this work
4 .

1. Ke p the ioops tight. -

,Creases

2. S ueeze together without creasing to. be certain that th ends are at the same place.

i

Fractions, 1-a
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Fra.--4sual parts: znirtrig into four equal oarts using the method described above a five<tfold

stioL rue easy. Lcrrst times before creasing Be certa that the ends of the strip are at-the
2

Looped

How -. Eve! Label each ter folding the sty
5

old" i s g rte 7.-.::.rtunity to check your ::urac' and to mark Mg! 1.

a

5

Accordion Fold

0

Six equa. marts course' There are three ways. =old in half rd then ; thirds(

3r foin th;ras : then half ( 1 x 1

6
). Or use three loop .

2

1

eclua Use
2

loops. Be sure the 'oops are tight'

IA, -ran seven e-cual parts: You're on your own.

ources are suggested for a supply of strips

a printer. Use strips that are left as scrap from amming.

(2 tegial s;zec: pans can be cut length-wise to make strips that fc . Nell.

Fractions 1-b
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2-0-1- FRACTIONS

CONCEPTS

RESULTS OF ASAP TESTING

FoLr objeOtves are tested by a- 'OEM?. Two objectives a j ti-sted at 7th grade) d twc

7T! GRADE

Objective 1 de -tify theYsha. . ea part to who:

sample test hell
ch:: :se fraction that naes tte shaded
par t 'hole figure.

moor anwavis: On all but one iterr
wen ItgArly evenly split betee

r-Meectn Order tractions war

I,

f , ,

error analysis,: Achievement op the items ranged frorn 66% to 75%. The two greatest distractorspere
descending di-tier:as in.(a),'and ascending order for all but one fraction', as in (c). f

...-.) 7.

, .'"r

(a)

Wh;'
frorr

b.

3
8

5
3 ..71

c.
8

d

I

-t 70% of the s! cents selected the correct response. The other.
-sing a part to Dart ratio and the incorrect part to- -:e ratio.

t

cendminators.

sample test item
-oup of fraCtions below is
311eSt to largest?

.0'
in girder

1 4'

t

gractions 2-a
=



(ITV-GRADE MEAD

bjectivel: Given a fraction. write a,set of-equivalent fractions
I so

I

sample t t item.
, Whitt) pair of fractions is quivalen-

c,

(b)

. (c)

(d)

5
1

_20

12

15

10

5
2

,

4

30

.

\

As.

'error analysis: Achievement anged from 52% of the students sele ^g tre correct respor _eon one item
to 68°h on another. ThebA distrabtorsalwayS had one fractio N ap.equivalent -o the fraction
given. The square of the rra7-_-tion is a good distractoy

. Objective 2: Find the greatest of two fractions witt- de-,

'sample test item
Mark the larger of the two fractio -s.

- (a)

(b)

error analysis: btuden---' di:. Ale, r " Item'ach fanged trod /2- ,o..85%.
I _

DIAGNOSTIC TEST

4

5

iato4-s.

1. -1.1 a figure is divided into two parts the same size. the fraction nar-.e for each part is one- . The

mthema-lical symbol is _

If a figure is ivided into three parts the same size, the,,fract ion name for each part is one- _ _. The

mathematic I symbol is,

If figure divided into fc ur parts the same size, the fraction name for each part is one- The

mathematical symbol is
!-

If awhole figure his four pats the same`siie and three of themare shaded, the mathematical symbol
for the shaded portion is e
If a whole figure has three p 3rts the same size and two of them ar haded, the mathematical symbol

4.

for the shaded portion is

Oa whole figure ha§ five parts the samisize and three ofthejare shaded, the mathemati symbol
for ibe shaded poliionl is

Fractions 2-b



7. Write th

**1

at

-7-xn for the shaded part of each of these figures.

b.

d.

f.

A

$

r

Fractiorns

it, r -
ts.

`I.

r

'46

.



'ex
,

4

AP-

8. Drawa picture to show:

(c) -(3
3 4

.---...-..
-'ThV ,. .

r

9.. Dra a pict e tb shoW the, mixed numbers:

rb, 4
-3

(d)

J

/O. Look at this figure:

8

(b)
2 1--52

C

1.1,1 1. 1_11,1, I
sl

(a) What is the largest fractional part that could be 'shaded?
1

(p) What is the smallest fractional par that couN shaded?

(c) Write the fractions that could be tiown using the figure.
4. 10
11 Place these fractions in order from s allest to largest: 7

12. Continue this sequencefor the next three steps.

2
,..

D ,
la. Continue this sequence by listing the fiext three

_._. ..

..

, .

.V 2
14. Write five quiyalent3ractions ..3 .

N 1

15. Change'these fractiOns to twelfth

3

e.

1

219)
3 12

2

1.=_
.0
0.d0E5

5=
D
o Jo= oi

6 0

Ic

7.011111,

equivalent fraVions

I

(0) 5

.4 '0
=

12
-

'`
(d)

. Fractions 2-d



TEST UgE MID TEAtilINGSUGGEST,MS

4 items 1-6. (fractions words, and symbols.) '. ' _,

A
suggestion: Develop these cooceptg s paper fplding techniques are developed for further.work.with
fractions. Label each part with -its frac ion name. Stress that one_of n equal parts has the fraction name

. , . .
lin, two have the name 2/n, etc. , . .0, r _

. IP.
.

io . 1........ ...7-10, ( Fractions --'6hatted raglans and, symbols.) . ....items -
,

,
... .

suggestio : Continue the w9rk sUggOsted for ilems 1-.6...However, students riefd to experienee several) s ,

models for motional representations. Stress that there are n equal. parts.
. .. T.

Items 11 and 16. (Ordering fractions *size comparisons.) ,,,
.. .. r

1 ilb 'a
'Difficulty-with ordering when denominators arethe same indicates a basic lack of understanding of the.

41,.

. -,..1.fraction concdpt .., o & . .
..., .

, ,
2

suggestion: Fold and la I paper strips stressiba,.what the fraction means. ( means -tWo of five
5

'Aqual ',parts / . v
,

.
/

. .

Size comparisons ale easily made using the strip f6Iding model since direct comparisons possible.

. ltd<12-15. (Ed fent fracticA.) -/ : is \

, .
.... .. ...--.'"-

suggestion: Equivalent fractions c'areibe easily obtained by paper folding. In problem ;12 each of e

succeeding frattipns are obtained by beginning with -12-. and folding each par( into Z3, 41 5 6 edua
paps. If -21- is, vistiallzed asone.Of two equal parts and each7Part is )1Okied into 6 equal parts, 'the
corresponding pokion will tie 6 of la equal partS. 1 ''`

4 *,

Y.

T. ,

,

p.

..,

Fractions 2-e
r--
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FRACTIONS

AIMMOIti

:!,RESULTS. OF klEAPITISTINp

(

-4. ree add ktiph oftra-Ction jectiVes.were tested: Two objectives were tested at 7th gr ddrand one at 10th
rade.

... :\,...._224-. .,- .71: A 2 4 i. ' -; ik.'
ee '

7TH GilADE MEAD ,- -7.- 1. -, ,. 1

I 4,..' .

-.. , - . .
^ ". A ...... ...

-

Objective 1: Add frations with tike de.ntiminators. , .. ,

..;. '., ",.. . sarnpha.tett,
.:-

, : ...

8 .i '. ''',.
.. :

la
-...;7

8 -.

.

!ii( .

:erroi. analysis: Approxinlately 20% of the Students tested'acrded-b,oth numerators and denominators. -
... .,.

"Objectlie 2: Add mixed-numbers ,with like denominators: 4._ .

4
,

V

A.,

sampte.test item

4 -y

1+2 .

,

71*eribr analysis: On the three items where regrouping was shot necessarily nearly 75% of the students
.

"

selected correct responses. Ap.proximately 15% selected responses obtained by adding the whole

. numbers, adding numerators, and adding denominators. On the.itetniovolvingfourths ( 4 and -4 )

. ,

but requiring regrouping 61% seldcted the correct responr? Selection Of a response with denominators

addectwas notpossible. On thepther item requiring regrouping 34% selected the correct response while

40% atided the nurneFators and added denominators.

10TH. GRADE MEAP
.,"

Objective 1: Add mixed numbers with like or unlike denominatrirs.

sample test item
1 2-

2
1

3
4

+5° 3 §-
4 6

error analysis: Four of the.five test items did not. contain a foil for the most common error adding
numerators and adding denominators. On those problems where regrouping was necessary there was
significantly lower achievement.

A

4

Fractions 3-a,
40,



DIAGN6STIC TEST

1 2
I

1"

4. =

Rewrite in.iiertical form:

7. -r
4

5

2 =
.01 5f ,+ =. . ,

4 6

Rewrite in horilontai fonn:

10. 3_

+ 2

8: 2 3+ =

I.

11. 2 ='

+
5

-

Write as a mixed number:

13. .
8 = 14.
7

Addition- of Fractions and Mixed Nu bers:

12.
8

.1

1§. 4 + 7 -Z .17. 3 -P-
5 5

.

5

+2 3
-6-

tix

18. 6
ES3

19.. 10 -3-

+5 - +4 ,
8 3

20. 3 9 + 2 5 = 21.
16 ,6

+2
7

Fractions 3-b
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'TEST USE AND TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Suggestion: Pick one model for representing fractions and use it exclusively. In these suggestions
.. folding and labeling of paper strips is used.' e

Items 1-6. (Addition of fractions, like and unlike denominators.).
,

probably errors: Students add both numeratars and denominators. This may be due to,the lack Of a.
mental image of the denominator.

problem
.

suggestion
fold, label and

+
tape paper strips. 5

Have the student
work the problem.
using paper strips
while writing the

problem.

Items 4-6, (Addition of fractions: unlike denorninators,.)

Begin
A

Fold

Add

Sum

activity

probable errors: Students will add both numerators) and denominators.

problem

suggestion
Fold, label', tape
and ford paper

strips.

OP

3
4 Begin

C+ 5
8

Add

Fold

Sum

Fractions 3-c

15 I 5 5

activity

4 4 4
1 11

3

1

11-11111111:111
81818181818118118

1

15

11

8

111

18181818 81



Items 7-12. (Changing problem format.)

probable errors: Many students compute only in vertical mope or only in horizontal mode: In transform-
.

ing an exercise from one mode to another -tudents are aritto.copy incorrectly.

suggestion: Specific practice in rewriting exercises from one mode to the other.

Items 13 -15. (Writing improper fractions as mixed numbers)

This skill has pay-off when students add niixed nambers.Fdlding paper strips allows an easy compari on
of an improper fraction and a mixed number in "simplest form."

Items 16-21. (Addition of. mixed numbers.)

probable errors: Few students will have difficulty addipg the whole numbers. However, all o the errors
discussed previOusly with addition of fractions Will occur with mixed numbers.

suggestion: Identify the specific problem and work with it. All of the paper folding aotiv ties suggested
preViousty work with addition of. mixed numbers.

P

1-

f

a

Fractions 3 -ti



SUBTRACTION

RESI:R.TS OE MEAP TE.STING
3

of'

t
7

There are four subtractioo of fractions objectives tested on the MEM'''. Two of these objectives.are tested
at 7th grade and two at 10th grade. i

7TH GRADE MEAP .4:

..
, . .; .
'Objective 1: Subtract a fraotion- frorf a- Mixed -number withs'like denominators.

. :. P ili

...- sample test item . k.
,

r
\

. error analysis: There is no consiste-nt error pattern.
o,

Objective 2: Subtract a fraction from a whole number.

sample'test item

9

5

8

error analysis: On each ofthe test items approximately 20% of the children selected the response which
was the whole number with the fraction appended (added) insteaa of subtracfed.

10TH.GRADE MEAP

.

Objective. 1: Subtract fractions with unlike denominators.

sample tett item
5

1

-3-

error analysis: Approximately 25% of the st_ients tested selected responses generated by either
-subtracting numerators and using the larger den cminator ( ) or subtracting numerators and subtrabt-
ing denominators. . 6

Objective 2: Subtract two mixed numbers %A/1th unlike denominators.

sample test item
3

1
1

2

error analysis: -Approximately 40% of the students tested either subtracted the whole numbers; sub-
tracted the denominators; and-ubtracted the numerators or subtracted the-whole numbers and added
the fraetions.

6

Feactions 4-a



/
DIAGNOSTIC TEST

1.

t

3
4
1

.4
01.

2.'
6
3
6 41/

-3: 7

8
3
8

5. 2 2-3 .

7,, How many thirds in 1?

.41 9. How goany sixths in 1?

14.

17.

20.

10

5
5

6

23. 3
2
4

-2
5

3

12 4

5
6-

2

7

8

5

8
3
8

8. How many fifths in 1?

10.

-2
2

1

- t

21.

24
4
7

4
5

8

5

TEST USE AND TEA =SING SUGGESTIONS

13.
1

1(2
1

3

22. 3

,

General Suggeston. each students tc -ewritc roblems in ve- 'cal form.
, ,, 5

5 3 8
8 5 3

5

2

4

General Suggeaborl. Always inspect stucr>nt ,vork to determine the nature of the error.

1
Fractions 4-b
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items 1-t (Subtract fractions with like denominators.)
#)

) .

probable" rrors: Students will probably either add .the fractions or simply select the Verger number.

1

suggestion
Fold and label.

4

-problem

3 ...,

4 Begin with
1 the unit._
4

1.

activity

1

4 1 4

I
4

Difference

)

Items 4-6. (q,ubtract a fraction from a mixed number like denominators.)

_, )
probable errors: 1. Zdisiegar of the fraction; subtract numerators, subtract denominators; 3...studw
adds

l

4'

suggestion problem. -
Fold and label 2

Paper strips. 1 '
.3

e

Begin

a3

1

3

1_,.Diff rence

Fractions 4-c

activity

19.

1

2 1
3



011

C 1. 0 )I-
t= cp .'.

,

(

items 7-0. (Changing whole numbers to )ractionalfquivalents.)
. .

suggestion
A Fold paper4strip.

. Have the student
A label each part.,

proplem

. How mapy s
4

are in ,:?
1 °

mugMan

activity

1

or.

Items 10-12. (Sbibtract a mi'xumber from a whole number.)

12.

probablaerrors: 1. regrouping iethe major difficulty; 2. ents.will su tract the_whole numbers anc
.1 .:, eappend the fraietion; 3. students will subtract the:numerator frog the Ole number.

e i
:I "1.-..

suggestion
Falb and label

waper strips.

problem
3.

1 "

4
\.

Items13-15. (Subtra fractions unlike denorr,iinators.

'activity

1

0

141141141:

onoIMO

probabl4kerrors: By far the mostommon error made is subtracting numerators and sub acting
'denominators.

problem activity

_
1suggestion

Ford and label
paper strips.

The difficulty is
with the "need
for a common
delltninatdr".

2 3

20
Fractions 4-d

-,Fold

Mark

4-1
3

'-difference

Accordion fold around the
difference.

; 7'1
1- 1 -I I

--16- or 1-Of 6 equalpa7-F.



,di

w.

#

lams 16-18: (Subtract a fraction from a ixed number unlike dendminators.)
, . -

=,.. .

,robable errors: St4dents will (1) add; 12) subtract numerators and aenominators; 3) subtract
merators a9p1 use th-elargest denominator; (4) forget to1ggroup.

sugg6stion
..\

problem
Fold and label a.

1
%

paper strips. 1

4
419e1 each

_
1

part. 8
z

O
1,,

activity PIS

Items 197:?1. Rewrite mrxed numbers as improper fractions.)

-.--

,rnhAble errors: The masi common error is adding the whole number to'the numerator (4-2 = 4 2

5
=

5

her group -ing
tlec,ssary
is actvity

might be c. punter-
praductive for
the standard
algorithm but
leads td a very
good alterna/te
algorithm.

suggestion
=old and labe
paper strips

problem

1
2

5 2
5 5

items 22-24. (E-Jbtrac: mr d number unlike denominators.)

activity

1

5 1 5111115 5

5 5.

4. 2
5 5

1 1 1

5 5 5' 5 5 a'
7
5

probable errors: All '-)t th diffic es encountered in the previous items will be found. However,
.

regrouping suostantially :reases the difficulty. Many students will subtract correctly but forget to

"borrow . (3 2 1 5 instead of 3 - 2 = )

3 6 3 2 6

suggestion: Carefully analyze the students' work to determine the error being made and work on that
mistake. After analyzing the students' work and determining the error, any of the previous activities could .

be used-to-correct the mistake.

el

Fractions 4-e
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-"MULTIOLICANON

RESULTS OF.MEA-P.TESTING '. . ( '-'"
r,

As.
"

'The 7th grade assessment tests one objective on multipf*L- :n of-fractions and the 10th grade assese-
meot tests, three obj@ctives. .1t,

-.. r .

1-1 GFtADMEAP \ , 4'I. ,..... .
°". - i, r 4.--'--...,..... : iii, 4'Objective:. Multiply two unit- 11=1"ct-T0rig. i

. 7

t3ITIP
le fest item. ,.

, -x ; 1 . ...

, ./

A.:XI)

.
..

, . I
tl%

3 .

.error a alp's: On the five itaris:Tveasuring this oNettiva, betwreen 20% and 29% oithe.students selected
.

,,:teepon es obtained 9ithbr by adding numerators, and muliiplying denominators* or 'by "\multiplying ;
Ameratoss and adding denominators.

-,' \
1O1 GRADE MEAP '

I

Objective 1: Multiply two fractions with dene_mirifaars less than 7.

i
error anaiysis:-Correct resp or the four items rangec: fro 85" to 93°.. Approximate 10% o\f trie
students selected responses ir -irlidh tither numerators or den° inato-s were added. Pro.: Jcts were not
reduced

sample text

2

Objective 2: Multiply a whole fluff11)E 'ss than 5 and a fraction with a denominator less than 7:

E

samPle test item

4
.3

error:analysis: Achievemen vas n each of the items. Between 7% and 8% null oiled theover 70°
Whore number and the den nninafor Be een 14% and 16% of the students thought -1E, both the
'numerator and denominate- nould be/ultipIied by the whole numbe-

Objective 3: Multiply a whol.F- nurnber and a mixed number:

rnPle text item

4 x 3
3

,.. .., i .

error analysis: Achievement on these iternswas verylOw: 4416°/0. Nearly as many studer 75 I 39%-44%)

multiplied only the whole numbers and appended the fraction. egrouping was necessary on each item.p.

)actions 5-a 22
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DIAGNOSTIC TEST ,

t.
,

f.
-._

f `.

le. 4 x.3 2
ffri

1 of 6

s".1
3

,z 3.
-3-

o2--f 7

5. Of 4
te 8 . 2 I

r
7.

2

1 ,1 'A

5. ".--' °

.-73 x 3 =

N .4 ' 5
_ 11. -3- x . =

A s-. srj . 2 , 3 -

LS

2 rr--
15. 1 x 4r,=,

_3 S'17, 6- , x 3_

a

i. 19. When rn'Ultiplyinc

O

rY

4.

2

1 2

G 5

8 3

9
2

x
1

3 2

O. 5 x -5
3 2-

12
10 x 14

..
7 5

14.
3 x 5 !!A

4

16. 2

.,

9 -=

7

.=

.,! j_....(
.

-3
x 1-

,,

71

" , .,

. .

\ ) 1(j. 4
5

3,,21__

i 7
19- will the number be larger or smaller? i.

-c
or smallerv,

v,
`'20. When rriultiplyihc )y 21 will th'emumber Oe larger

19

TerT USE AND °TEACHINGSUGGESTIONS

Remark klising,the "01" interpretatio for multiplication of fr ctions can L llustrated nicely by paper

"folding. Paper foldin9. or another conc-ete mode!, will provide e studerrt a c -iceptual model which will

assist in answering 4roblern 19 and _D above.

Remark II: Multiplication of flactirns and redpct.on of fractioRs to'lowest terms" are twoseparatekills.
If the skill of multiplication is bein: tested, the sti_dents shouidnot be recuirec to reduce to lowest terms.

Once students have demonstrate: the:- ability tc multiply fractions'it is apprcpriate to check their ability°

to reluce. to lowest,terms. -

Reduction of fractions to "lowest ter-r-7,- is not a ays desirable. It ne =,r bekquired students

as a reflex'action. Multiplifation of tr- :Ions exe ses should be score: as 'rrect if they are cdrrec:ly

given in either "higher terms" or lc -est terms

Fractions 5-b 23
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,)
Items 1-6. (A traction sof a whole number or fractiont

These probleits have been included because th 1,',1::f- model is the basis of the paper folding technique

suggestion problem.
*ape'r fold i f-- o

-°;s3 2

k-.""
- .

suggested this.publication..

C

a

a

begin 1

aCtivity'

Fold and' label 1

(Folrthe other 1-

- behiild) 2

4401

1

3

1'
2

Fold to thirds of

1

2
-,

Items 7-12. (Fraction multiplied by a' fraction.). Ii

'Unfold and detef/mine trie
part of the strip you have

probable errors: Stixints will feel compelled to add somewhere.
Multiply the denomihgtOreor they wIll multiply the numerators

suggestion: Provide opportunities o multiply by fractions both I
them-to make generalizations. ,

suggestion
Fol, and label paper.

problem
5 -* 1

3 2

s

2
Fractions

Either they.will add the nume,....witi, ors and ,

and add the denominators.

arger and smaller than One. Encourage
e

Begin

activity

-Fold 1 of 1
3 2

Unfold and count.
- 4

5 x
3. 2

Compare with 1.g Is Is
1x larger or

2 3 2

smaller than
2

? Is.
3

x:.211- larger or

smaller than one?



14-

.rte

ti
4

'f,

- .... .
.

---v. , , ...

Itsns 13-15. (Whole number multiplied by a traction ok a mixed nudizber.) .

'-.. '
o ,

/ .4
probable errors: The most common error is to matiplbothnUrnerator andodenominator by tie Whole
number. With Mixed numbers another common error is o multiply the whole numbed and'append thec
fraction: .

# 4

sugggstioff problem
Fold and jape paper strips.

1 11- x

a -
3

*.

0

Items 16-18. (Multiplication of mixed numbers.)

Begin

%.

jolcif

L,. '1 of 2-
3

f
S

-4

\Think 1 of Z8.. 1 of 2.
-

, Refolding is necessary to name 1- of 2.
A 4. 3

9

1 1 of 2
3

1

.<

probable errors: All of the errors made With multiplication offractions will appear In these problems.
.,-,z.

.. . , .,..

4.

.. .0

. problem activity

1 1 x 2 1

-3- 2-

- suggestion
Paper folding for multi-
plication of mixed numbers
works very well and rein-
forces all of the skills of
multiplication of fractions.

Begin

Fold

1
Think of 2 1

Refolding is necessary for
renaming compare with the
portion of the unit folded behind.

1 16 6 6
1

I 6,16 I 6 6 6 6

. fractions 5-d
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0 0

!teals 19-20 (Multiplication by APactionis a.'-rgerand smaller than one.)'\
e

. - ,
... . . ....; .

.
-4 .

Th s_tud ant needs ,any experieA'es ith multiplying b,yfractiong bothjargersapd smaller than.one and z ,
rfe ds to-be encouraged tsenake geperalizations such t s: . a

4c 1 I .
.. jIn multiplying two ncirnbe-r.;, if the first nurnber is -4.- i .:

/...

(a) greater than 1, the probuct will be gjeater than the second 'timber.
, -.:- (b)- &pia' to 1, the prockictwoi be the Qatne as the seTdnd number.

p(c) less than 1,the product will be ,smaller then the secontiolumbe
l'..

..)

..

A ....
a 1

) -

..

IL

v

fraetiori's 5-e
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*

e
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"Norio DECliii4S
MEANING ,r:

'RE,SULTS OF MEAP TESTING

Ave objectives are,tested,Rn the MEAP. Two of the objectiv,es ate tested at 7th grade and three are tested
feri r

at 10th grade:
0.

.7TI4eGRADE MEAP

Objectival: Identify 'illustrated decimal fraction

sample test Item
Choqpe the decimal that narnes" theshaded
part of each whole figyre.

Af AY s' AVeilf AMNIMMEMIMIJWAV. sr/4=MM=
MOP' d dr/ 49:0231MIIIIMMOIN (a)

(b)
_ (c),

(d)

.29
.37
.47
.53

WAi/i d' sUMMIIMMIMMIMM
%/li V V MI MI OMMINOEY As% ' ME NM INE OM NM

iiIVY ' "
.0;;e W.A ' ANNIMMMIIMIMI
r A' AWAr sMINIMMIMMEIM
7 4 / ser 4MI MIMNMIMI

error analysis: Students did very well on this objective. Item scores ranged from 77%J86% of the students

selecting the correc1 response.
.-

Objective 2: Name place values of decimal ftaotionsi,

sample test item
In .923, the 3 means

. .
-

-(a) 3 thousand
(b)- 3 'thousandths
(c) 3 hundred ._
(d) 3 hundredths

error analysis: I em achievement ranged from 39°/0-43%. This is.significantly above objective achieve:

went which indi aces a g rear deal of gue ing. It appears that many studQnts determine decimal place

value by starting froth the right neglec he decimal:points and adti a "ths" to the wholenumbetplace

ue..
.6

10TH GRAIX MEAP ,

,

ObjedtiVe 1: Roil/id nearest whole number, tehths, or hundredths.:

sample 'test item'
100.89 rounded to the nearest tenth is:

(a) 10Q

(b) 10.1

(c) 100.8
.(d) 100.9 f

error analyst Achievement isabove 80% on those.items requesting rounding to the nearest whole

number, 50°/ n those items requesting rounding to tenth's and hundredths. On the latter items students ,

continu round to the nearest whole number. '



Objective 2: Renamecommon fractions as decjrnal fractions.

samp test Item
What decimal is equivalent to ?

5

(a) .40
(b) .25
(c) .20
(d) 2.5

1

error analysis: Item achievement ranged from 37%-61%. The most commonly selected foils were
obtained by using the two digits from the fraction with a decimal point inserted somewhere.

QbJectle, 3: Arrange fractions in ascending or descending ordeir.

sample test Item
Which set of fractions is in order from. least to
greatest?

.(a) 66, 0.64, 0.65, 0.63
(b) 0 5, 0.66, 0.64, so.sq
(c) 0. 3, 0.64, 0.65, 0.66

.; (di 0.630.66, 0.64, 0.65

7 r
error analyils: The errors increased directly with the increase in the numbers of digits which changed,
and with the introductiqn of nonconsecutive numbers.-

DIAGNOSTIC TEST

For items 1-4, choose the decimal that names the shaded part of the figure.

2.

1 meter

(a) 3.0
(b)
(c) 0.7
(d) 7,

(a) .25
(b) .2
(c) 7.5
(d) 2.5

1 meter

9arA.,

DeCimals, 6-b .



5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

3..

(a) .7
. (b) 9.3

(c)
(d) .07

1 meter

1\ \ . .. M .\. \ all

(a) .74.,
(b) .26.
(c) .7
(d) 2.6

for items 5-8, choose the corrpctsword answer.

5. In .2; the 2 means:

(a) 2 ones
(b) 2 tens
(c) 2 tenths
(d) 2-twos I,

6. In .04, the 4 means:

(a) 4 tenth's
(b) 4 hundredths
(c) 4 hundreds.
(d) 4 ones

7. In .673, the 3 means:

(a) '3 hundreds
(b) 3 tenths
(c) 3 thousandths
(d) 3 ones

8. In 3.527, the 2 rfleans:

(a) 2 tens ,

(b) 2 thousandths
(c) 2 hundredths
(d) 2 thousands

1 meter

9.. 3.2 roUnded t2 the nearest whole number is:

(a) 3
(b) 3.2
(c) 4
(dr 3.3

AS

Decimals. 6-c
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S

a

10. 4---'64.rounded to the nearest whole n0mber is:
(a). 64
(b) 64.9
.(c) 65
(d) 64.8

11. 3.79 rounded to the nearest tenth is:

(a) 3
(b) 3.8
(c) 3.70
(d) 4

12.- 2.474 rounded to the nearest hundredth is:

(a) 2.47
(b) 2.474
(C) 2.5
(d) 2

13. Which decimal is equal to I ?
2

(a) 1.2 .

(b) 0.12
(c) 0.5
(d)

14. Which decimal is equal to

(a) 0.75
(b) 3.4
(c) 0.34
(d) 7.5

3
4

4
15. Which decimal is equal to moo'

(a) 0.0004
(b) 0.004
(c) 0.04
(d) 0.4

16. What is aniffilbr name for 3
5

(a) 0.60
(b) 0.35
(c) 3.5
(d) .15

17. Which set of decimal fractions is'in order from least to greatest?

(a) 0.35 0.34 0.36 0.37
(b) 0.34 0.35 0.36 0.37
(c) 0.37 .0.367 0.35 0.34
(d) 0.36 0.37 0.34 0.35

18. Which set of decimal fractions is in order from least to greatest?

(a) 37.8 3,7.9 38:0 38.1

(b) 38.1 38.0 37.9 37.8
(c) 37.9 38.0 37.8 38.1
(d) 38.1 .37.8 37.9 38.0

Decimals 6-d
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19. Which set of decimal fractions id'in order.from. least to greatist?

'(a) .3.01 2:11 2.10 2.01

(b) 2:11 3.01 2.01 2.10
(c). 2.01 3.01 2.10 2.11

(d) 2.01 2.10. 2.11 3.01

20. Which set of decimal fractions is in .order from least to greatest?

(a) 0.47 0.8 0.17 0.9
(b) 0.17 0.8 0.9 0.47

(c) .0.17 0.47 0.8 0.9
(d) 0.8 0.9. 0.17 '0.47

TEST USE AND TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

tiggestion 1. Approach the meaning of decimils.through actual experiences in measurem nt with a

meter tape or a centimeter ruler.

Suggestion 2. Develop understanding of decimal numeration through the linear model suggested above

and constant reference to the "grouping of tens" principle which continue across the decimal point.
Emphasize that place value relationships in decimal numeration are the same as in -whole number
numeration: each place value is 10 times the value of the place to its right, 4d

10
the value of the place

to its left. (Only the names appear to reverse.) ,

Suggestion 3. Develop the "rounding" concept from visual observation of the meter model andfrom the

experience of approximate measurement:.

Suggestion 4. Develop the concept of renaming initially through decimal equivalents (e.g. .5 = .50 =
.500) using comparative meter - number lines.

. . Vt.
.

Suggestion 5. adend the concept of renaming common fractions to'decimal fractions. Using paper
foldirig techniques and paper strips ofmeter andfleci meter length, fold.in apprOpriaie parts, mark, fold,

'observe metric measurement, record decimalhifrneration.
... . .

.

.4. Suggestion 6.
. . .. ..

(a) Develdp.the 'concept of order in decimalS through' counting with various metric units and

,1 Sububits, writihg.,:reading; and,cprrma.ringth'ese units and subunitd on appropriately marked

itietencdels?': a '' .- ,... ;,;.;, .' .: :4: :, , :- - .::.. ;"

...(3)-=1:teite ritetrisio ,c`ii irntiV,:g-rokiiiig,.. and order in; the'.whOle:rfamber system should,
, .

111
. A fgciNtete

7:(0). rptenisip?.pf inpralthai'2,.:051,1%.des,then.:4ype witpdecirnai,.frqCtiond should pfecede

requiring ord6i.;,$pc.itienct,littinoYeitian.444i decimal numbers.
.

'es : : ' ' , ,

Items 1-4: (idetri fy,ilfustr det'ip .

tt
probable errors: Students wilt unahailid Oare."

suggestion problem
Emphasize the shaded part by
measuring and shading in actual
measurements. Become familiar
with a linear Model through
use of met*, decimeter, etc.

111111111M

(a) 1.0
(b) 0.1

(c) 0.9
(d) 9.0

Decimals 6-e

activity
Measure objects with marked
meter strips of paper. Mark and
shade in the actual le gth of
objects, Label ans s with
tpe correct decimal name.

. ,



Items 5-8. (Name the place value of decimal fractions.)

probable errors: Students will select either. the whole number
or the correct place value without the "Ms".

suggestion
Use the'meter model which
demonstrates dramatically the
reality of tenths, hundredths
and thousandths as successively
smaller-parts of one whole unit.

'e problem
In .673 the 3 means

3 hundreds
3 tenths
3 thousandths
3 ones

e value without regard to the decimal

activity
Measure many objects in
meters, thei)-decitheters,
centimeters and millimeters.

The move from approximate
measurement to increasingly
more accurate measurement dem-
onstrates the comparative value
of these subunits.

Recording the results neces-
sitates decimal numeration. Re-'' .
cording in different ways teaches
equivalence: (2 drh + 3 cm)
or (23 cm).

Items 9-12. (Round to the nearest whole number, tenths or hundredths.)

probable errors: Students will most likely choose the nearest whole number instead of the nearest tenths
or nundredths as requested. Students may also select a whole number which is not the neirest.

suggestion
Use the metric linear model
with its various subunits to

. visually recognize which is
the nearest tenth, hundredth;"
or whole number.

problem activity
Round to nearest whole Begin with a 2 meter model.
number: 1.3

, Mark location of 1 m, 2 M.
,

1 Mark location of 1.3 m.

Observe and record whether it-
is closer to 1 m or 2 m.

Round to nearest Begin with a meter model
tenths: .27 marked in cm and dm.

Mark-location of .2 dm
and 3' dm.

Locate .27 m and observe
whether it is closer to 2 dm or 3 dm.

Round to nearest Begin with a meter model
hundredths: .341 marked in dm, cm, mm.

Marl( location of 34 cm.and 35,cm.

Decimals 6-f

Locate .341 m and observe
whether it is closer to .34 m
or .35 M.



Items 13-18. (Rename common fraction as decimal fraction.)
c.

probable errors: Students who do not redognit the given common fraction is less than one may
choose 1.2, while those who do recognize that concept but don't understand decimal place value, will
choose .12.

suggestion problem
Use paper folding and compara-
tive linear Models; Limit
experiences to halts, fifths,
wad tenths initially. Then

?

(a) 1.2
(b) 0.12

develop withfourths and thirds: (c)" 0.5 .-
(d) 5

1

activity
Fold a paper strip marked in
decimeters in half. Unfold and
count the decimeters in each .
part. Record: 1

2 of the meter
= 5 dm = 5 tenths of a
meter = 0.5 m.

4
Fold a paper strip marked in; decimeters and centimeters into(
fourths. Unfold and count the
decimeters and centimeters. Re-
cord: 1

4 of the meter =.2 dm and
5 cm = 25 cm = 25 huhdredths
of a meter = .25 m.

Items 17-20. (Arrange decimal fractiosni in order from least to greatest.)

probable errors: Students will be confused by nonconsecutive numbers and by changes in
one place value position.

suggestion
'Use the metric model to
compare and count.

'a

s.

locate,
problem

. Teaching sequence:

, 1. Within tenths .3, .4, .5,
2. Whole nu/nber and

tenths
2.6", 2.7, 2.8, 2.9, 1.8,
1.9; 2.0, 2.1

more than

activity
Teach students to compare
by whole number first, then

.6 by hundredths. Order by place(,
value first, then Within place
value.

3. Tenths and hundredths
.22, .23, .24, .25,

. \ .47, .48, .49, .50

4.
- I

Whole number
'and hundredths

1.06, 1.07, 1.08, 1.09,
6.08, 6.09, 6.10, 6.11

5. Whole number
and hundredths
7.98, 7.99, 8.00. 8.01

Decimals- 6 -g. 33



p'"' DECIMALS
ADDITION/. SUBTRACTION

RESULTV/OF MAP TESTING
a

There are three objectives tested all of them on the 7th grade test.

7TH GRADE MEAP

Objective 1: Addition or subtraction tenths.

sample test Item
Emma walks to and from school. It is .4
kilometers from Emma's house to school. How
fir Id s Emma walk each day going to and ifromschool? -

error analysis: Item achievement was high. In 1977 it ranged from 73% to 82%. In four of the five items the.!
most commonly chosen foil was obtained by using the ,wrong operation. All five items are,"story
problems".

Objective 2: Addition or subtraction .tenths or hundredths.

sample test 'tern
Pearson Creek is usually 5.62 feet deep. After a
heavy rain it was 5.96 feet deep. How much did
the creek rise from the rain?

error analysis: In 1977, item achievement ranged from 74% to 811Yo on lour items and 58% on one Rpm. All
of the items are 'story problems".

Objective 3: Addition or subtraction horizontal and vertical form.

sample test item
4.895 .71 = _

"".\
error analysis: Achievement was high when the items were written in 'vertical form. Item achievement
when horizontal form was used ranged from4438%-60% with "ragged decimalii items lowest. The post
frequent error involved decimal alignment when adding or iubtracting:

DIAGNOSTIC TEST

1. .5
+.3

3. .7 -s- .2

5. .8 + .
a

7. Rewrite in vertical form:
7 .2 = _ _

2.. in ,vertical form.
.6 + .3 =

4. .5
+.6

Decimals 7-a
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9. 1.2 - A

11. .23 .

+.54

14,. .67
+.54

15. .03 + .37 =

17. .67
-.41

19. 10.04
- 7.18

10. 1.4,- .5 =

.12. .38
+.45

14. .54 t .65 =

16. 7.04 + .97 =

18. .76 .39 =

20. Emmy Lou bought 7.9 gallonsV gasoline on Monday a d another 6.tgallons on Friday. How much
gasoline did she buy alttgether?

217 If a casserole recipecalls for 2.5,pounds of hamburger and the smallest package at the meat counter
weighs 2.89 pounds, how much extra hamburger would there be?

. I

Estimate ,to determine which is the more reasonable answer.

.

22. 1.9 + 23.67 = 23. 2.3 + 37.46 =
(a) 60 (b) 40(a) 25 (br42 .\

24% 42.2 + = 2.5.. 36.2 1.36 =.89
(a) 130 (b) 43 (a) 23 (b) 35. .

Find the. answer. ,

26. .4 27. .7
+.16

28. 25.6 - 29. 1.0
- 3.47 - .768

30. 1.9 + 21.68 = 31. 77.82 - 1.7 =

32. 11.8 - 7.46 33. 351.16 + .6 + a.1 =

Decimals 7-b -35
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34, 3.256 + 7/1 + 5.0 _

36. 6
-1.13

)
38. 18 t .69 =

TEST USE AND TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

37. 32.17 + 3.6 +.411=

Suggestion 1. Always inspect student work to determine the nature of the error.

Suggestion. 2. Teach students to rewrite horizontal problems in .ertical form, being careful to align
decimals with precision in order to preserve the place value of e digits.

4/
.7 + .5 = .7

+.5

. ..r
Items 1-10.*(Add and subtract tenths, with and withOut re groupil'ig over the decimal point.)

probable errors:Students will dmit the decimal or place it incorrectly.

suggestions: \-\
(a) Provide linear metric measurement activities to reinforce the meaning of tenths.

e,

(b) Provide Opportunities for reading-and writing decimal numbers 'ith tenths (hundredths, etc.)
.

. .

'(c) On items 2: 3, 5, 7, 8, and 10, provide extensive practice rewriting addition and subtraction
problems in vertical form without finding solutions.

(d) Check the reasonableness of answers, Is:

.7 + > 1?
+ 1?

(1) Provide work with metric and decimal place,value charts.

METRIC

Aecameter
.

is

Meter

(1)

*Decimeter

(
10

)

Centimeter

(
100

)
,

Mil linker,
( )

1000

(1.) (.1) (.01 (.001)

4. e.
2 3 N- ----

1., -2 4

Decimals 7-c 36
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- :9

2 0 .

,

;0 4
. ,

.0 3 7

.0 0 8

..
5 .0

(a) Emphasize that the Ones Column is the pivotal point of.this 'model.

(b) Read numbers and have students write them on the chart.:

(1) nine tenths
(2) twenty
(3) four hundredths
(4) thirty-seven thousandths
(5) five and six hundredths
(6) eight thousands

items 11-19. (Adding and subtracting hundredtty4th and without regrouping over the decimal point.)

04.

probable errors:

(a) StudeAts will 'ornk,jhe decimal or place it incorrectly.

(b) Students hesitate to regr p over the decimal point.
.,e.

suggestion: .. .
P........_

-
(. 1..

.
..

(a) Provide line metric easurement activities' to reinforce the meaning of tenths: r,

,.. 1.

(b) Provide oppato-nilies:foryeading and wOrting'decimal -64.mberSwith. tenths (hundredths, etc.) .

(c) Relerences to dollars and cents are useful here. ,

Items 20-21. (Using decimal numbers in story problems.)

suggestion: Focus on determining the operation and setting up the problem.

Items 22-25. (Estimating answers to addition and subtraction of decimal numbers.)

suggestion:

(a) In estimating the student should be aware that any number within a "reasonable" range is an
acceptable answer.

(b) Provide opportunities for students to estimate wally with a partner, justifying answers; or ask
them to write down answers only, doing all of the "work" mentally. DO NOT ALLOW them to
compute first andthen "round off'' the answer!

Decimals 7-d 37



Items 2649: (Adding and subtracting rag'geddecimals, vertical form.)

probable errors: Students will psrobably either ignore any digs that are ragged" Of else they will try to
add them to. or subtract them from digits in other places.

suggestions: Have students appepd zeroes to the right of decimal digits as place holders..
;11

+.16

-
Iteme30-32..(Adding and subtracting "ragged': decimals:horizontal

probableerrOrs:

4.See Items 2629.
(b) Stt1dents will not align decimals.

suggestions:

ia) See Items 26-29.
(b) Use charts suggested tot Items 1-10.

Items 33-34. (Adding "ragged" decimals including thousandths.)

suggestions: Seitems 26-32.

Items 35-36. (Adding and subtracting.-fagged" decimals, including whole numbers without decimal

points or ierges, vertical form.)

suggestions: See items 26-29.,

P

Items 37-38. ding and subtracting "ragged" decimals, including whole numbers, horizontal form.)

suggestion: See items 26-29 and 0-32.

I.

3,g
Decimals 7-e
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DECIMALS. _

-MULTIPLICATION i METRIC

RESULTS OF MEAO. TESTING

There were two objectives tested both at 10th grade.

Objective 1: Multiply a decimal fraction and a whole number power

sample test item
1000 x 6723 =

d

error analysis: Item achievement ranged from 62%-69%. On each item; approximately 20% of the
students selected the response which .had zeroes appended (6.23P00).

Objective 2: Compute the product of two 2-place decimal fractions.

;sample test item
Q3.48 x 71.56

error analysis: Item achievement ranged from 62%-72%. There was no discernible pattern in the errors
made. As. many students made multiplication errors as made' mistakes in. decimals placement.

remark: The approach to multiplication of decimals in this brochure assumes. that the student has a
working knowledge of metric measures, and can find the area of rectangles. For metric me'asurement
teaching suggestions refer to the tylichian Department of Education publication, Teacher ResourCe
Guide for Metric Education.

.

DIAGNOSTIC TEST*.

1. 1 dm = m 2. 1 cm = _ m

3: 1 m = _ cm

6. 1 m2 = dm25. How many dm2 in 1., m2?

. 1dm2 M2..

9. ,1 m2 = cm2,

N.8 How many cm2 in 1 m29

10 '1 cm2 = m2

11_ The length of Rectangle A is cm = dm.

12. The width of Rectangle A is cm = dm:

13. The area of Rectangle A is cm2 7 dm'.

14. .4

x.3

16. .04.
x.03

15. .04

17. .4
x3 ,

2 cm Rectangle A

''This test was designed to help identify arels'Ctudents might have-difficulty wit*

. 3 cm

Decimals 8-a 39



TEST USE AND TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

general Suggest! 1: Use one model consistently.
.

Generestion 2: Prior to work with multiplication of decimals it is necessary for the student to have

a good knowledge of area measurement using metric measures.

Items 1-4. (Linear metric relationships.)

Be certain that the responses are in decimal form. Failure of any of these items demonstrates a lack of

basic understandirt of the metric system of measure. Instruction in metric measurement may be
necessary prior to work with decimals.

Items 5-1 is mists ships-of area measures.)

"v These relati ships form the basis for multiplication of decimals. They must be lear-ned if the techniques

`suggest: here are to be used. ..

su Mien: A teaching' sequence for'remediation shoul4 include:
: .

1. comparisons of the linear measures decimeter and centimeter with the meter.
,

2. making linear measures in din and em arid expressing the results in centimeters, ylecimeters,

and meters.

3: comparisons of square centimeter, square decimeter, and square metejolt is necessary for the

student to make relationships such as: If there are 100 square centimeters in 1;square decime-
ter the1 square centimeter is .01:sqtte"decimeter (one of one hundred square centimeters in a

square decimeter)."

Therefore 1 cm' = .01

100 crn',--, 1 drie
t

dm' . ... (one of one hundred units)

100 cm' 1 d 2

... of 100 (.01) ,

4. measuring rectangular objectS to the nearest cm (dm) and finding the area in cm2, dr or m2.

Items 11-13. (Area of a rectangle.) .
. - ":

The error at this level' is most apt to occur with the area expressed in m'...

suggestion 1. A teaching.sequence-for remediation -should include:

1. comparisons of the.linear measures decimeter and centimeter with the meter.

Decirnals 13-b
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a.

. making linear measures in dm and cm and expressing them in centimeters, decimeters, and -

Meters.

comparisons of square centitneter, square decimeter, and square meter.

4. Supply students with centimeter grids 1 dm x dm.'Have them find area of rectangles by
draWing the rectangles on the grid and counting the squares enclosed.

Example:

dm

4 dm

length: ._ cm = dm
width:,,______ cm = dm
area: cm2 = dm20,

vc,

observing that the number pf de.cimal positions
- decimal positions in each of the lectors.

(6, out of 10.0)
or .06

Rectangle A

e product is the sum of the number of
.

suggsestion 2.16ultiplicationAa whole number and a decithal follow immediately from rectangles with
dimensiOns such as 5 op,--b-y 3.dm (30 cm).

'5
x3

MMINIMMEMMIUMMEMMOMMEIMMOMI ME OM E
111111M11111111111111111LMINW11111111111111OMM MMI E MMEN
MOMOMMEEMMOUMMOMMOMMORNmea wriseNowEIII111 11 11111-111111111 WIIIM111111 1111 11111 112111

A = 150 cm2 = 4.5 dm2
= 100 cm2 +11'50 cm2
= 1 dm2 + .5 dm2 (50. of .100)

Items 1'4 -17. (Decimal multiplication.)

Failu're to correctly place the decimal in any of these problems iridiOetes a lack of ability,to relate-these
problems to an area model. Time needs to be, spent, on tying these problems to the rnodel.suggested
aboye.

3 dm 30.cm

= 0.5 dm

"7.
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DECIMALS

MULTIPLICATION

RESULTS QF MEAP TESTING

There were to objectives tested loth at 10th grade.

Objective 1: Multiply a decimal fraction and a whole number power of ten.

sample test Item
1000 x 6.23 =

, .
error analysis: Item achievement ranged from 62%-69%. On each item approximately 20% of the
students selected the response which .had zeroes appended (p.23000). . . .-

..
/

Objective 2: Compute the product of two 2-place decimal fractions.

sample test item
23.48 x 71.56 =

.error analysis: Item achievement ranged from 62%-72%. There was no discernible pattern inthe errors
made. Ai many studentt made multiplication errors as made mistakes in -decimal placement.

/DIAGNOSTIC TEST

Complete:

1. .25 2. .1 =
100 10

3. 1.3 = --f 4. ,1.3. =
10 100

Express as decimals:

1
1

100
5 6,

1000 7

7. 250 ='
100

Complete:

1

8. .x 1 =
A

10
1 ,

x10
1

10. x =
100 110,

11. 1x.1x
10 x 10

12. .01 x .1 =100
x 10

13. x -§-- x
10

14. 1.1 x x

Whert multiplying hy..1 does the number get larger or smaller?

16. Is .14 x .8 larger or smaller than 10?
laftger or smaller than 1?
larger or smaller than .1?
larger or smaller than .01?
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Supply decimal pOints in the aciswers:

17. .4 x .3 = 12 18. .7

x.9
63

19.4 4.4 20. 440
*6.1 x 6.1 41/..

2684 2684

21. .44 22. .44
x6.1 x.61

2684 '2684

Complete:

23. .14 x .8 = 24. .23 x .61 =

25: 1.4 x .31 = 26. 1.04
x .31'

27. .534 28. 2.3
x.31 x5.1

TEST UaND TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

General Suggestion. It is recommended that students be proficient in multiplication of fractions (unit
fractions) Olkyor to work with multiplication of decimals.

General Suggestion. It is recommended that students have a't-horough understanding of the fractional
and/ordecirnal form of the following: halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, tenths, hundredths and thousandths.

General. Suggestion. If multiplication of decimal problems are written initibrizontal form, have the
student rewrite them in vertical form. )

Items 1-7. (Rewriting dec4kals as fractiohs: Rewriting fractions as decimals.)

Missing any of these items indicates that the student needs more work with the conversion. This is
learned' by rote.

Items 840. (Products of powers of Jo .)

These problems form the basis of multiplication of decimals. Failure of any of them calls for remedial help
with the multiplication of unit fractions. ( .

suggestion: Use the fraction materials from this sequence.

Items 11-14. (Rewriting products of decimals as products of fractions.)

,Unde.rsianding problems likes tfiese piovides rationale for .moving the decimal point". This is an
important transitional step. Additional work with rewriting decimals as fractions is necessary for stu-
.bents who have difficulty with these items.
.

Decimals 9-b
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Items 15-16. (Quanitification)

An error: on either of these problems indicates that the student has no "feel" for the reasonableness of
. answers. This can be developed using the paper -folding techniques illustrated for fractions and

strategies for estimating.

Item17-22. (Placement of the decimal.)

These. six items test the students' ability to use the rule for placing the decimal. Afterjusfification,
placement of the deciAl should become mechanical.

Items 23-28. (Multiplication Apt decimals.)

If errors occur on problem's 23-25, check to be certain that the student rewrote the problem' in vertical
form. Then determine whether the error is, in multiplication or-placement of the decimal. Errors on
problems 26-28 are'either errors in multiplication or in the placement of the decimal.

--V

44
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OECIMALS
.

DIVISION

For remediation it is suggested that a thorough development Of ':why" the decimal point is moved the
same number of positions in the dividend and the divisor be presented only if requested by the student.
Justification for solving an equivalent division problem with a whole number divisor should be made by

using a hand calculator to solve each kroblern. This means giving assignments to (a) write problems with

whole number divisors which are equiNialent to those with decimal divisors and to (b) check that the
quotients are the same with a calculator. .

Example: .06 F7278

fr5

T21.76'

Decimals 10-2a
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vi RATIO & PROPORTION

RESULTS OF MEAP TESTING

Three objectives have beep tested on MEAP. One of the objectives is tested at 7th grade and two of the
objectives are tested at 10th grade.

7TH GRADE MEAP

Objective: Identify pairs of sets depicting equivalent ratios.

sample test Item

1
I

I shows the
same

ratio as

.4

I

Which box completes the above ratio?

liAAI
H

error analysis: Ittm achievement ranged from 45%-52%.. The most frequentlychosen foil Was the one
identical to that shown in the illustrated ratio.

10TH GRADE MEAP

Objective 1: Write a ratio describing the indicated comparison.

sample test Item
What is the ratio of the shaded region to the
iv/Tie region?

//'

111,

error analysis: Item achievement was very high (90%-95%) on all of the items except the oneshown. On
that item 33% of the students selected the part-to-part ratio. '

Is Ratio & Proportion 11-a4 6



Di DIAGNOSTIC TEST RATIO

, Write each ratio as a fra,ction.

1. 3 to 7 2. 1 out of 4

Use the table and write the ratio indicated.

C

A A BC
A A B

A 6 6 C

a

3. 9 per 1

4 the number of As to C's.

5. the number of C's to B's

6. the number of A's tq the total number of letters

Write the ratio that compares the shaded part to the whole region.

8.

a

Complete the drawings, keeping the ratio of X's to 0's as
4

9

O's here

Complete the tables. Keep the ratios the same.

10.

10.

'Frozen.Orange Juice 1

1

2 3 4 5

Water 3 6
.

Cups of Flour . 3 6 9 1 12 15 18

Cups of Sugar 2 4

12. Write three ratios that are equal tO.r5'
2
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13. Which ratio is eqUal to 2- ? .

15

(a) (b) (c) 3
5

14. Which is a pair of equal ratios?

(a) 1 3 (b) 2 (c) 3 1 (d) 6

3 6 .12 9 9

For each pair of ratios, test to see whether or not they are equal. Write equal or not equal.

15. 4 2 40 17. 12 16
16.. 1

6 3 5 100 27 36

1.5

18. Write the ratio in lowest terms which is equal'to 20 .

19. There are 30 monkeys and 5 bears at the. zoo. Write the ratio of monkeys to bears in lowest terms.

49!

PROPORTION

Find the missing number in each proportion.

20.
3 12

6

12 8
22. = 0
Solve.

24-26. If ,6 pounds of coffee cost $15.00. then

21.
25
100 4

23. '5 9

b

24. 12 pounds of coffee cost $
25. 3 pounds of coffee cost $ _ .

. 26'. 1 po.und of coffee costs $1_

27. There are three trucks for every seven cars in a parking lot. If there are 21 cars,how many trucks are

there?

28. The library loses 5 bolls for every 2000 it lends. If the library loans 5200-books, how many books
should it expect t lose?

TEST USE AND TEACHING SUGVESTIONS

Items 1-8. (Write a ratio.)

probable errors: Students wilt(a) reverse the order of the ratio or (b) compare a part to the whole when

asked to compare part-to-part or vice versa.

, .
suggestion: Have students choose the picture which correspiitridslto a given ratio.
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Example:..

Which pigli.tre showi barloons to kites in the ratio 5 to 3?

a

Sji 9

(M9 ? qqq

(suggestion: Have studehp draw a picture showing a given ratio.

ample:
2:

Draw a picture of X's and 0's wbich shows,the ratio of X's to O's as 5 .

Draw Here

Items 9-12. (Indicate sets of equ ratios.)

probable errors: Students will add the same amount to both terms of the ratio.
f4'

suggbstion: Use real lifesituations which incorporate the concept of equal ratios.

suggestion: Have students discriminate unequal ratios.

49
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Example:

Cross out the picture that does riot show the same-ratio of to 's as the others:

ros\s out the ratio that does not belong in the table:

14 18 21

1
8 6

\ r

Items 13-17. (Determine whether or not two ratios are equal.)

1 1
a

12

5 I- 22 33 i 44

*It

probable\errors: There are many possible errors. Check to see if the student knows at least one specific
test for equivalence.

suggestion: Teach or review the cross-products ratio. That is,.two ratios are equal if, and only if, their
cross-products are equal.

Items 113-19. (Write a ratio in lowest terms.)

probable errors: The student will not reduce to low st- terms. The student may not know of a specific
method to r%duce a ratio to lowest term

suggestion: Review the general rule that the numerator and denorninator of a fraction may be divided by
the same number and the result is an equivalent fraction'

Example:

12
16

+4

suggestion: Review Greatest common Factor.'

suggestion: Teach the met od of successive diffe nces. (Euclid's Elements, Book VII", Proposition 2.)

'6'
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Example:.

,,Example:

25
37

First difference: 37-25=12
Second difference: 25-12=13
Third difference: 13-12=1
Therefore 25 and 37 are relatively prime.

-12
12

36
±12

First difference:
Second difference:
Third difference:
Therefore 12 is acommon factor.

Items 20-23. (Solve a proportion in quation form.)

e

36-12 =24
-24-12=12
12-12=0

probable errors: There are many mon errors. They include:

Ca) giving the factor as the missing term

Example:
2

3 '15'

(b) adding the factor

Example:
2 ?=
3 15

\(c) "adding the difference of t corresponding terms

Example:

Z. = °

3 15

-15-3=12

suggestion: Teach the 'dross- products rule.

Itemi 24-28. (Solve a proportion given as a word problem.)

a

Response: 7

Response: 1(

probable errors: Some students do not recognize the problem situation as arranging equal ratios,. Many
who do will not form the correct prOtortion tp solve the problem.

suggestion: Have students form tables to set up proportions.
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suggestion: Have students recognize the proportion that goes with a word problem.

ExaMple:

Choose the proportion that fits the story;

There are 72 campers at camp. How many counselors are there if there are two counselors for every
nine. campers?

(a) 9 N (b) N 72 (cl 2 72 (d) N 2
= =

2 72 9- 2 9 N 72 9

Note: 9 72 is also correct.
2 N

4

odP

0 IN

52
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PERCENT
'RESULTS OF- NEAP TESTING

Three objectives were tested all at 10th grade.

Objective 1: Complete table of fractions, decimals; and percents:I

sample test item
Choose the number which completes this table.

Fraction - Decimal : Percent
1

8 12.5%

(a) 0.25.
(b) 0.18*
(c) 1.25
(d) 0.125

erroranalysis: Item achievement range ,from 49% (item shown) to 81%. student errors indicate basic
difficulties with both equivalerices of percents and decimals and equivalences of fractions ant decimals.

`Objective 2: Deteimine' the percent of a given number.

°
( sample test item

8% of 480 = i .
1

error analysis: On one item, 50% of 100 = , 70% of the students selected Lhe correct response. On
the other items 35% and 47% of the students selected the correct response. In each case nearly 30% of
the students thought the 'correct response was obtained by dividing by the percent.

Objective 3: Verbal problerri find a given percent or a number.

$
sample test item

What is 4% sales tax on $15.50?

,

error azalysia: Item achievement ranged from 47%-74%. Achievement was probably higher, on these
items Mcause on one of the items division by the percent yielded the correct response and on another
the quotient was not a possible response. ,

f

f

O
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41.

DIAGNOSTIC TEST

1. Write the percent represented by eaph figwe:
. ,

a.

C. 1111111111111 11111II
o/c.

ad.

0/0

b.

2. Shade areas on the figyres to represent the given percent.

a.

c.

'-

Write as percents:"

%
'100'

69
100

7%

30%

Percent 12-b 54
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4.

O

Mite as percents;

.14= % .98=

5. Write 8s a common fraction:

7% = 23% =

6. Write as'a decimal:

19% = 4% =.

7. Write the percent 'represented by each figure.

8. Shade, apProxifnately the given percent:of each region.

"!,6004

Wttich glass is about 80% full?
.

.03.=

111 % =,

125%

%

ir

!T

10. Write

2
5

.9

as perCent:

as a percent:

=

9

10

'.125 =.

4
% e".a=

1.7= %

Percent

.
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. A

12. Complete the talple.

-

Fraction

,
Fraction with

Denominator-100

-

-
75

0

.
-

.100

8 . .

..

. / .

.84
.

,

-
- 33. I %

3

13. Write as a fraction in lowest terms.

a. 25%**1` b. 39% =

14. Circle The larger:

1

c. 4°A, =

20%:or b. :4 or 4% c. 1% or 1

d. .75% pr
5

15. Circle the best answer:

A

1% bf 350 is (a) :35 (b) 3.5 )c)> 35 (d) 350-

.100% of 600 is (a) .6 (b)_ 6 '1-(c) 60 (d) , 600

10% of 280 is (a) .028 (b). .28 (c) 2.8 (d) 28

1
-

6.' 20% of 4000 is (a) 80000 (b) 200 (c) 802 (d) 800

50% of 300 is (a), 6 Jb) 1100 (c) 150 (d) 15000

200% of 40 is (a) 5 (b) 8000 (c) 80 (d) 180

2% of 850 is .(al (bj 1470 (c) 425 (0) 1700

17. If Jack has 25% of the problems on.this test wrong, what percent does he haVe correct?

, 18., Janeen made 80% of the free.throws attempted. If she atteMpted 160 free throws, how many did she
make?
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TEST USE AND TEACHING SIVGGESilIONS

General Suggestion: Emphasize percent as a ratio in which the second number is always 100.

General Suggestion: Help students learn to express ratio as a decimal or a simple fracti9n.

Items 1 -2. (Graphic representation of percent on the hundred square.)

Probable errors: Errors will result from a'basic lack of understanding of percent.

suggestion: Piovide opportunities to shade areas on the hiindred square. Encourage students to be

Exa\n`hib;

50%
NM

NM

NM OM. MO
NMI

ME
ME

%items 3-6. (Percent, hundredths f ions; hundr4dthsodecimals.)

40%

probable errors: ErrOrs result froM lack of understanding that percent means per hundred or hun-
dredths. Incorrect placement of the detimal is a common error.

suggestion: Read decimals, percents,,and fractions aloud (properly) and have students record them as
decimals, percents, and ratios.

Example: t'
5% 5 percent

.13 13 hundredths

63
1$ 63 hundredths

100

Items 7-9. (Graphic representation of peicent.)

probable errors: Students will write the fraction rather thah percent or will write the fraction followedby
the percent symbol.

suggestion: Work with the hundred square.

Items 10-14. (Equivaleht percents, decimals, and fractions.)

probable errors: Students will:

(,a) change fractions to percents by writing the numerator and denominator in succession.

6
2 25%, Or -_-2

5
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e.

(b) isfiproperly place the decimal in conversion.of percents to decimals and decimals to percents.

suggestion: Use paper strips folded as suggested in the fractions material and label in percents.'

Example:

Fold fourths and label. r25% I 25/,:, 125.% I -25%

Example:

100°/9.

Fold fifths and label. 20% 20% I 20%

100%

_ 1. 1 1 1 '1 '
suggestion: Students should know percents for 2 3 , 4 , c.5 ,

suggestion: When converting a fraction to a percent use the 100 ratio:

Items 15116. ("Percent .of" problems.)

probable errors:- Students will:

(a) improperly place the decima

(b) divided instead of multiplying.

suggestion: Use paper strip folding.

Example:

suggestion: Use..the proportion model.

Example:

25% of

x2Q
2 ao
5 .._.51'00

x20

25% of 28 =

Items 17-18. ("Percent of" word problems.)

= 40%

25% ?

100% 28

25% 25% 25%. 25 %'
or7 or7 or7 . or 7

28 a .

probable errors: In problem 17 students may decide there is not enough data provided. In problem 18, as
with all storyproblems, students will add, subtract, multiply, or divide. Those who do choose the correct
operation are apt to improperly place the decimal.

Percent 12-f
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suggirsion: Teach the use of proportion in solving word problems.

suggostion: Assign problems in which the student is to "set up" the solution but not find it.

e e.

ti

Percent 12-g
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